where h>0, ej-fj ~ A ~ 0, ej -£ e?+ ej -£ fj ~ B > 0,
The integral ~7, p. 94, (2.2~ ~ :
.. . . . f(x,y) = f; 03A3Ar,se2rixJv+2s+1(y).
Multiplying both sides of (2.6) by y-1cos2uxJv+2w+1(y), integrating with respect to y from 0 to oo and with respect to x from 0 to II, then using (1.4) and (1.5) .7) exists.
In the subsequent section, we take /(.c,y) as Fox's H-function and present another method to obtain Fourier exponential-Bessel coemcients Ar,s.
PARTICULAR SOLUTION INVOLVING FOX'S H-FUNCTION
The particular solution to be obtained is 
